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Article 7

areas of the world population growth
threatens to outstrip the present and
foreseeable possibilities of accommodation and vital sustenance. At the
same time we entertain some grave
reservations as to whether the threat is
as general , as acute , or as portentous
for the future of the race as some of
the more highly colored propaganda
now in circulation would persuade us
to believe. But insofar as population
growth poses a genuine problem for
human life and happiness, we too
would seek means of limiting or controlling that growth. Such means , it
goes without saying, must be sanctioned by the Christian moral code and
applied by force of conscience, not be
the exercise of the police power of the
state.

A Statement on Proposals
for Family Limitations*
Robert J. Dwyer
Archbishop of Portland in Oregon

Cardinal Manning once remarked
that all human controversy, ultimately, is theological. His meaning was
that every .intellectual or moral position taken or rejected by man is
dictated finally by his belief or disbelief in God, his understanding of the
person, nature, and will of God, his
acceptance and comprehension of
God's .revealed word, and his balancing
of God's mercy against his justice. It is
an aphorism which was substantially
repeated, it may be recalled, by Gen.
Douglas MacArthur on the occasion of
the signing of the armistice with the
Japanese emperor at the end of World
War II. Whether the soldier was conscious of the prelate's earlier insight,
we do not know. But solemn occasions
not infrequently provoke powerful
formulation of the great basic truths
by which we live.

There is no question but 1 t t the
current debate on ecology , .j the
population crisis is theologica l t bottom. It has recently been sharp ·ed by
recommendations of a highly ndentious nature , made conspicuo .ly by
Secretary of Health , Educat r 1 and
Welfare Robert Finch , and · :r the
junior Senator from ·Oregon , (obert
Packwood. If you believe tl• God
exists, and that He has laic down
.certain laws of life by which h· .tanity
is to be governed, laws implici in the
very nature with which man is endowed, laws explicit in God's t · vealed
word as taught by His acl dite.d
spiritual authority here belO\ then
any proposal which would ru t the
state in the place of God , as po ·~e ssing
final power over human life, :w man
freedom and human dignity, ,-., st be
rejected absolutely.

*Archbishop Dwyer of Portland,
Oregon issued this statement on proposals for Family Limitation, March
12, 1970.

Let certain points of this de·nate be
clarified. We share , as ChristiJ ns and
Catholics, as concerned Ameri cans, the
general anxiety of the civilizeli world
over the problem of population . We
are fully aware that at least in certain
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In like manner , we share the general
concern over the ecological deterioration with which the world is confronted. Dissipation and pollution of our
nation's resources, the resources of our rapidly contracting world, through the
enormous expansion and concentration of industry and technology, are
real enough and terrifying in their ugly
implications. We too , most assuredly ,
would keep God's footstool sweet and
green. It must be pointed out, however, that we are here dealing with two
problems, not unrelated, it is true, but
clearly distinct. The ecological salvation of the sphere is a matter, primarily, of reversing the trend toward careless waste, of stemming economic
irresponsibility, and qf educating humanity in the proper care of itself and
of its physical surroundings. As such it
has very little to do with the population crisis, unless one is to subscribe to
the ultimate counsel of despair, · that
man is himself the worst of pollutants,
and ought therefore to be exterminated. It might be remembered that if the
projections of the Rev. Thomas Mal-
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thus, the 18th-century divine who
started the debate, had been . even
partly realized, the SRO sign would
have been put out over the face of the
entire globe several generations ago.
It is unexc,eptionable to encourage
family limitation by the use of thos~
means which have always been available to man and which are in full
conformity with the Christian ethical
code. It is simply false to say that such
means are ineffective or abortive.
Democracy itself rests on the proposition that man is a responsible agent
and can exercise se lf-control. Moreover , as a rna tter of observable fact ,
the trend toward large families , which ,
if multiplied , might endanger the
health and welfare of the race, has
alrea dy reverse d itself almost everywhere throughout Western Europe and
America, to the point , actually, where
there may well be some justification
for the fear that the opposite peril ,
that of gena-suicide, might threaten
even more balefully. For anyone who
has been a conscious observer of the
patterns of population theory over the
past 50 years, the danger of adopting
drastic measures , even as a purely
political or economic solvent of the
popul~tion problem, must be manifest.
In post-World War I France , for example , the panacea proposed was economic assistance precisely to large
families. Nor is the instance isolated.
Any state which would enact legislation to enforce family limitation by
some form of tax discrimination , or by
wholesale sponsorhip of abortion or
artificial birth-prevention , would be
grievously interfering with the rights
of its citizens to life , liberty and the
pursuit of happiness. It has been well
noted that happiness for the Christian,
or for the believer in God, is not
summed up in physical comfort alone ,
nor in freedom from pain, nor in the
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Gross National Product ,. nor in permissive sexual indulgence. Conformity of
human life and thought to the will of
God, expressed in his divine law, is far
more germane to its true understanding and possession.
We can appreciate the sincerity of
those who are advocating the substitution of ·the law of God by the law of
Thing, insofar as they are motivated
by an honest , if mistaken, anxiety over
the shape of things to come and the

means to be adopted in order
possible catastrophe. But at t
time we must serve notice tha1
political leaders persist in thei
to propagandize compulsory
·limitation and planned parent
a national policy ,. and abortion
pill as we a pons in the hand ~
state to impose conformity
fiance of conscience and the r
God, the Catholic commun
fight back. Please God , it will 1
back alone.

avoid
same
· these
fforts
iamily
Jod as
nd the
)[ the
n de·
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Human Sexuality A Question of
Knowledge and Attitudes

Vincente J.A. Rosales, M.D.
Director, Institute for the
Study of Human Reproduction
Faculty of Medicine and Surgery
University of Santo Tomas
Manila, Republic of the Philippines

*Presented at the X lith International Congress of The International Federation of Catholic
Medical Associations, Washington, D.C., October, 1970.

Sexuality is an integral and important part of human I ife. It has
always been so, although we may
not always have b~en wi II ing to
admit it. There have been
moments in our history when we
tended to ignore it, moments when
we tended to suppress it, and there
are times, like ours today, when
we seem to be pre-occupied with it
as if there were nothing else to
living except sex and its consequences.
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Sex may not be the summun
bonum of I ife, but neither is it an
insignificant detail which can be
left ignored in the b ackground to
resolve itself into what it will. It
is, undeniably, one of the
strongest driving forces in life,
and it permeates the entire personality of each individual. Every
single cell in the body is, in fact,
male or female, because each cell
contains the chromosomes that
make it one gender or another.
Manifestations of our sexuality
are present, in one way or
another , in practically every action we undertake. It forms an integral part of our personality and
affects our lives and well being in
many different ways.
But human sexuality is essentially different from pure animal
sexuality or the sexuality of
plants. In plants, it functions at a
purely mechanical level. In
an i m a Is, i t is p u r e i n s t i n c t, or
perhaps, pure biology. In man, it
has dimensions that put sexuality
at an entirely different level of
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